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About us: 

Welcome to The Billionaire Bears Club. What is The Billionaire Bears Club?  

Are we a trading company? Are we an investment pool? Are we a social club? We are all of the above 

and more. The world is full of opportunities and widely profitable ventures and we are here to share our 

findings with like-minded individuals and build a financially free future. 

The Billionaire Bears Club was founded in December 2021 by Sam Du Preez and Tiaan Du Plessis. It is a 

NFT collection of 5666 bears that live within the polygon blockchain.  

The collection is made up of a generic generated PFP with over 200 different marked traits to ensure 

rarity distinctions. Within the collection there are 6 special NFT’s labelled as the “Supper 6”. This entire 

collections launch date is currently TBA. This will be the “Genesis” version. 

We have already started work on our second phase which will be the release of a metaverse market 

place with a collection of 10 000 mintable NFT’s. This will be built within the Unity platform which will 

allow secure new ways to incorporate education, entertainment and wealth for the community. 

 

Official links: 

Website: https://thebbc.io/  

Instagram: https://instagram.com/the.billionairebearsclub  

Twitter: https://twitter.com/THE_BBC_NFT  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TheBillionaireBearsClub  

 

  

https://thebbc.io/
https://instagram.com/the.billionairebearsclub
https://twitter.com/THE_BBC_NFT
https://www.facebook.com/TheBillionaireBearsClub
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Our Goals: 

Our mission is to find like-minded individuals who would like to gain Insight into the world of 

investment, crypto, NFT and web3. We aim to partner with like-minded real world businesses to create 

a unique educational structure and to further our goals as set out below. 

 Create multiple streams of income through tried and tested methods 

 Generate sustainable wealth 

 Education on how to grow income 

 Education on how to sustain growing income 

 Web3 education 

 Blockchain technology education 

 Continuous development to ensure long standing partnerships & income 

We strive to bring each holder a unique learning experience and to provide the community with the 

necessary tools and knowledge to grow and sustain long lasting generational wealth while jumpstarting 

their journey with a consistent income.  
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Meet the team: 

Sam Du Preez 

Director - SAMMIT TECHNOLOGIES (PTY) Ltd 

CO-FOUNDER - The Billionaire Bears Club 

 

Interests: Family, Business, Finance, Trading, Investments, Gaming, 4x4 Adventures, Motorcycles 

 

Quote: "The perception of reality is more REAL than reality itself" 

 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/samdupreez_  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/sam-du-preez-86a384192  

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/sampeterdupreez  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/spdupreez  

 

Experience:  

10 Years Investment 

8 Years Crypto 

5 Years Trading 

8 Years Business Management 

12 Years Network Engineering & IT 

3 Years Director of SAMMIT TECHNOLOGIES 

 

 

Tiaan Du Plessis 

Director -  Dualltech 

CO-FOUNDER - The Billionare Bear Club 

 

Interests: Family, Personal growth, Crypto, Finances, Trading, Metagame, Business  

 

Quote: “I aim to fail because in failure there is growth… I aim to grow so I can never fail” 

 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/theBBC_NFT  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/tiaan.duplessis.589100  

Instagram: https://instagram.com/duallsolutions  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/tiaan-du-plessis-990a3b1bb  

 

Experience: 

10 Years in business growth 

5 Years in marketing 

7 Years in crypto 

10 Years in Investing 

6 Years in trading 

10 Years director of dualltech 

https://twitter.com/samdupreez_
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sam-du-preez-86a384192
https://www.instagram.com/sampeterdupreez
https://www.facebook.com/spdupreez
https://twitter.com/theBBC_NFT
https://www.facebook.com/tiaan.duplessis.589100
https://instagram.com/duallsolutions
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tiaan-du-plessis-990a3b1bb
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Roadmap v1: 
 

QUARTER 1: 

• Setup and launch socials 

• Setup and launch web page 

• Open discord to public 

• NFT giveaways 

• White list giveaways 

• Live on stream with @jcs 

• Mint date & price announcement  

QUARTER 2: 

• Mint 

• VIP winner announcements 

• Setup of trading pools 

• Launch on secondary market 

• Setup the DAO 

• Present and vote on first DAO investment 

• Setup alpha group 

QUARTER 3: 

• 1st Distribution of trading pool 

• 1st Distribution of secondary market sales  

• Establish merchandise brand 

QUARTER 4: 

• 1st Investment distribution from DAO vote 

• 1st Distribution of merchandise store royalties 

• Tokenomics and staking launch 

• Stake your NFT 
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Roadmap v2 

QUARTER 1: 

 Initiate the metaverse build 

 Gain & build lasting partnerships 

 Marketing 

QUARTER 2: 

 Sneak peaks 

 Announcements 

 VR experiences 

 Grow partnerships 

QUARTER 3: 

 Finalising designs 

 Mint for the metaverse 

 Host first events within metaverse 

 1st Distribution of profit from the metaverse to genesis version holders 

QUARTER 4: 

 Merchandise reveal 

 Launch of merchandise online store 

 Merchandise airdrops 
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Genesis version fund distribution and configuration: 

We aim to create a self-sustaining system throughout our project and to increase each section per 

month to ensure a growing ecosystem for our holders. 

1. $500 000 to AI global forex trading pool (handled by a global educational & forex trading 

company) 

 80% return from trading pool to be distributed among holders per month. 

 20% to reinvest and grow trading pools per month. 

2. $25 000 sponsored to harmonious (once off donation) 

3. We aim to reach $100 000 in royalties within the first month to setup and start investments for 

the community (handled by Investec a global investment company) 

 Secondary market royalties to boost investments total per month. 

 80% return of investments be distributed among holders per month 

 20% of returns to be added to next month investment pool. 

4. £100 000 toward the metaverse build 

 3% of entire metaverse returns will be distributed among holders per month 
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Rarity chart: 

Fur types round ears point ears      

brown=2000 1600 400      

black =1500 1100 400      

white=1000 600 400      

patches=599 500 99      

rainbow=399 300 99      

psycadelic=63 39 23      

        

fur types round eyes angry eyes winking     

brown=2000 400 1400 200     

black =1500 250 1100 150     

white=1000 300 600 100     

patches=599 59 500 40     

rainbow=399 59 300 40     

psycadelic=63 16 40 5     

        

fur types standard smirk tongue out     

brown=2000 1500 200 300     

black =1500 1000 200 300     

white=1000 600 100 300     

patches=599 350 49 200     

rainbow=399 300 40 59     

psycadelic=63 30 9 20     
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fur types top hat 

snapback 

cap 

lumo 

bandana 

bandana 

with bbc 

logo 

rasta 

beanie 

with 

dreads 

lumo 

beanie no hat 

brown=2000 240 100 200 50 10 400 1000 

black =1500 250 100 300 10 40 300 500 

white=1000 100 25 200 45 30 200 400 

patches=599 50 9 100 25 15 100 300 

rainbow=399 20 5 99 20 15 50 200 

psycadelic=63 15 5 0 20 9 20 0 

        

fur types 

button up 

shirt 

tank top 

multi-

colour 

biker waste 

coat 

leather 

jacket 

football 

jacket blazer 

assassin 

hood 

brown=2000 200 1000 10 100 120 50 20 

black =1500 250 800 20 50 75 80 25 

white=1000 200 500 80 60 100 40 10 

patches=599 100 200 100 70 49 20 10 

rainbow=399 100 150 5 50 20 10 5 

psycadelic=63 0 0 13 15 15 9 1 

        

fur types gold watch 

diamond 

watch 

smart 

watch 

rasta wrist 

band 

lumo wrist 

band 

leather 

with 

spikes  

no 

wristband 

brown=2000 100 20 150 10 200 20 1500 

black =1500 100 10 50 40 250 50 1000 

white=1000 50 10 100 50 200 50 500 

patches=599 40 10 30 10 100 10 399 

rainbow=399 50 10 30 10 75 24 200 

psycadelic=63 15 3 20 3 20 2 0 
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fur types 

gold chain 

with bbc coin 

spikey dog 

collar 

bandana 

with bbc 

logo 

lumo 

bandana 

nothing 

around 

neck   

brown=2000 10 90 100 200 1600   

black =1500 10 90 100 200 1100   

white=1000 10 90 100 100 700   

patches=599 19 80 100 100 300   

rainbow=399 9 40 50 100 200   

psycadelic=63 3 5 5 20 30   

        

fur types diamond stud 

single gold 

ring 

multiple 

gold ring 

rainbow 

ring weed leaf none  

brown=2000 125 80 25 150 20 1600  

black =1500 125 50 20 100 5 1200  

white=1000 75 50 15 50 10 800  

patches=599 59 20 15 100 5 400  

rainbow=399 30 10 50 0 9 300  

psycadelic=63 20 20 10 20 13 0  

        

fur types 

mirror glasses 

gold 

mirror 

glasses 

silver 

slated 

glasses 

nerdy 

glasses no glasses   

brown=2000 220 350 25 5 1400   

black =1500 150 300 20 5 1025   

white=1000 100 150 15 5 730   

patches=599 29 55 10 5 400   

rainbow=399 30 50 10 5 309   

psycadelic=63 5 10 5 3 40   
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fur types 

rainbow 

background graffiti wall  brick wall gym office forest 

multi-

colour 

brown=2000 300 20 200 50 280 100 1050 

black =1500 50 20 200 30 100 50 850 

white=1000 40 10 200 50 75 25 600 

patches=599 15 5 25 15 30 10 399 

rainbow=399 50 5 50 20 49 15 250 

psycadelic=63 0 3 33 15 7 5 0 

        

fur types 

cigar in 

mouth 

cigarette in 

mouth 

blunt in 

mouth 

nothing in 

mouth    

brown=2000 150 200 50 1700    

black =1500 100 150 50 1200    

white=1000 75 175 50 800    

patches=599 35 59 5 500    

rainbow=399 35 59 5 300    

psycadelic=63 10 20 3 30    

        

fur types gold nose ring 

rainbow 

nose ring 

diamond 

stud 

no nose 

ring    

brown=2000 1000 400 100 500    

black =1500 750 150 100 500    

white=1000 500 250 50 200    

patches=599 200 150 50 99    

rainbow=399 200 80 20 99    

psycadelic=63 0 15 8 40    
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fur types 

money bag in 

hand 

cash in 

hand 

bbc coin in 

hand 

showing 

middle 

finger 

nothing in 

hand   

brown=2000 100 50 45 5 1800   

black =1500 100 50 45 5 1300   

white=1000 100 50 45 5 800   

patches=599 100 50 45 4 400   

rainbow=399 100 50 45 4 200   

psycadelic=63 15 30 15 3 0   

        

fur types 

tribal tattoo 

on arm face tattoo 

bbc logo on 

chest no tattoo    

brown=2000 1200 100 200 0    

black =1500 1300 100 200 0    

white=1000 700 100 200 0    

patches=599 300 100 100 99    

rainbow=399 200 100 100 99    

psycadelic=63 0 20 3 40    

        

fur types 

dao marking 

trait       

brown=2000 350       

black =1500 300       

white=1000 250       

patches=599 50       

rainbow=399 40       

psycadelic=63 10       
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Official Partners: 

SAMMIT TECHNOLOGIES (PTY) Ltd 

Founded in 2019, SAMMIT TECHNOLOGIES is a leading IT / ISP company in South Africa that provides 

services to a wide range of clients nationwide. SAMMIT TECHNOLOGIES is happy to be a part of The 

Billionaire Bears Club by providing hosting and IT services to the team and project. 

Links: 

 https://www.sammit.co.za 

 https://www.facebook.com/sammit.technologies  

 

Laura Westcott 

Links: 

 http://MusicforMentalWealth.com 

 https://www.liinks.co/aura 

 http://Laura-westcott.com 

 https://www.liinks.co/aura 

 

Metavisionaries 

Links: 

 www.metavisionaries.io 

 

Success Express: 

Since our inception over 12 years ago, Success Express has fast become a leading hub for artists and 

audiences alike.  Our DNA and passion for community have helped bring like-minded people together, 

and together, we have all created one positive voice within the independent music and arts 

scene.  Whether it’s providing artists with a platform to grow and flourish, or cultivating exciting events 

and new landscapes for audiences to discover a new wave of unique artists, venues and friends. Success 

Express is a supportive, honest and collaborative platform, providing a beating heart for the creative 

community. 

Links: 

 https://semusic.org 

 

Cecilia 

Links: 

 https://about.me/cecilia.pagkalinawan 

 http://HarmoniousWorld.co 

 https://www.byebyeplastic.life/ 

 https://nftnyc.medium.com/the-nft-nyc-2022-diversity-of-nfts-art-showcase-166-artists-

selected-d3dbb1832409 

 

https://www.sammit.co.za/
https://www.facebook.com/sammit.technologies
http://musicformentalwealth.com/
https://www.liinks.co/aura
http://laura-westcott.com/
https://www.liinks.co/aura
http://www.metavisionaries.io/
https://semusic.org/
https://about.me/cecilia.pagkalinawan
http://harmoniousworld.co/
https://www.byebyeplastic.life/
https://nftnyc.medium.com/the-nft-nyc-2022-diversity-of-nfts-art-showcase-166-artists-selected-d3dbb1832409
https://nftnyc.medium.com/the-nft-nyc-2022-diversity-of-nfts-art-showcase-166-artists-selected-d3dbb1832409
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Charlotte Esposito | CharlieART  

Metaverse Art Gallery / Shop / Education Hub concept:  

Within The Billionaire Bears Club Metaverse the CharlieART gallery / shop / Education hub would be an 

extension of the artists existing Metaverse / Web3 presence to include an innovative self designed 

gallery space where works can be viewed and collected in a new and interesting way. To potentially 

include possible wearable merchandise and a linked NFT display. Alongside the main space will be an 

educational hub where art / design / product related classes or meetings could be held where / when 

required.  

Charlotte Esposito is a Mixed Media Visual Artist from Brighton UK with over 35+ yrs experience as an 

Artist including 12 yrs as a freelance professional. She is also a qualified teacher / prev HOD, member of 

the Audi Design Foundations "Innovation Group" and an educational author. Her work IRL has been 

exhibited widely and sold in to both public & private collections. She had been in the web3 space & 

creating NFT's (physical, digital & hybrid) since July 2021. 

Links: 

 https://linktr.ee/CharlieART 

 http://www.charlotteesposito.com 

 

Skull store 

Links: 

 https://linktr.ee/shebbaimetart 

 

Russell swallow 

Links: 

 http://www.RussellSwallow.com 

 

Keydrinks 

Links: 

 http://www.aeonblackcreative.com 

 

LoungesTV 

Links: 

 http://www.lounges.tv 

 

Quilt 

Links: 

 https://quilt.chat/  

  

https://linktr.ee/CharlieART
http://www.charlotteesposito.com/
https://linktr.ee/shebbaimetart
http://www.russellswallow.com/
http://www.aeonblackcreative.com/
http://www.lounges.tv/
https://quilt.chat/
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Partner roles: 

Metavisionaries: 

 Metaverse Build 

 Video Marketing 

 Building VR Walkthroughs  

 

Success Express: 

 Live concert space & performance programming    

 Independent artist creator’s hub & programming 

 

DR. BN: Woman intense NFT: 

 Stem Education Hub 

 Lectures and media for education 

 

CharlieART: 

 Product design classes & lectures 

 Art classes & lectures 

 

Skull store: 

 3D wearables for Metaverse Avatars 

 Fashion studio 

 Trading platform for avatar traits 

 

Quilt: 

 Metaverse communication system 

 P2P transactions 

 

Laura Westcott: 

 Mental health ambassador  

 Wellbeing events curator  

 Live performances in artist hub 

 

Keydrinks: 

 Branding in independent artist hub 

 E-commerce store 

 

Skinny chef: 

 E-commerce store 

 Live health cooking classes 
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LoungesTV: 

 Streaming of live concerts 

 Sound for live concerts 

 Independent artist hub 

 

Rob Hirst: 

 Promotions for independent artists 

 FansForBands  

 Independent artist hub 

 

Shana Khan: 

 Mental health awareness education 

 Art therapy workshops & counselling 

 Art classes & lectures 

 

Fugly: 

 E-commerce store 

 

 Russel Swallow: 

 Independent artist hub 

 

Nico: 

 Fashion hub 

 Live fashion shows 

 E-commerce stores for various brands 

 

Cecilia: 

 Harmonious hub 

 Humanitarian incubation hub 

 Humanitarian education space 

 

Shill NFT magazine: 

 NFT news stands 

 Latest crypto and NFT news 
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The Billionaire Bears Club setup: 

The Billionaire Bears Club is setup to maximise the outcome of each venture but also to become self-

sustainable. 

 

Genesis version setup: 

Mint date: TBA 

Whitelisted members: 1000 

Amount mintable for each whitelisted: 3 

Public sale availability: 2500 plus the remaining balance from whitelist mint 

Giveaway: 60 

VIP: 2 

Super 6: 6 

Whitelisted mint price: $200 

Public mint price: $250 

Charity: Harmonious $25 000 

Minting platform: 

 

Benefits & Utility Explained: 

VIP: (Super 6 collection) 

 Private tutoring from The Billionaire Bears Club wealth manager 

 A Private $1000 trading pool 

 Private crypto tutoring 

 Investment mentoring 

 Access to alpha channels 

 Whitelist spots and free NFT’s from future projects 

DAO: (Separated by DAO trait) 

 Interviewed by The Billionaire Bears Club team 

 Vote on key decisions regarding community funds 

 Vote on key decisions regarding future projects 

 Vote on investments 

 Whitelist spot for metaverse mint 

 Access to educational spaces 

Additional DAO & VIP: (General holders can merge their NFT’s into a DAO to benefit as well) 

 Access to Alpha groups 

 Air drops from other projects 

 Access to white list spots for other project 

 Votes in key decisions for thebbc.io 

 Merchandise air drops 

 Access to independent artist hubs 
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All Holders: 

Financial: 

 Returns from growing AI trading pool 

 Returns from growing Crypto investments 

 Returns from growing Real World investments 

 Returns from Merchandise / E-commerce strore 

 Returns from metaverse and future expansions 

 

Educational: 

 Stem education 

 Web3 education 

 Music & events education 

 Crypto trading training. 

 Platform walkthroughs 

 Product design education 

 Business education 

 AI education 

 Blockchain education 

 NFT education 
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Metaverse Build: 

The Billionaire Bears Club will monetize this metaverse with their own signature ISO coin. This coin will be used 

within the whole metaverse and can be exchanged from The Billionaire Bears Club minting labs into any other 

major cryptocurrency on the open market for withdrawal which can then be converted to the desired fiat currency 

for bank account transfers by the owner of the in metaverse wallet. 

 

Mint date: 30 November 2022 

Collection size: 5000 NFT Buildings 

 
Web3 metaverse to include the following features as a start: 

1. Main Island 

2. Educational Island 

3. Music & Entertainment Island 

4. Gaming Island  

Main floating island: 

 Minting lab (The Billionaire Bears Club building in the centre of the main island. Multi-story building each 

level will be a project in mint phase), (minting sign up sheet in lobby for new projects who would like to 

set a time for their mint), jumbo tron billboards on each side of the building for advertising purposes. Each 

jumbo tron split into equal sections to advertise minting projects. 
 

 5000 x buildings as a NFT (with store signage above front door), (interior fully customisable by owner), 

(buildings to be minted by users), (buildings will be used as NFT stores or WHY and must be customized by 

the owner to an extent). Each building must have some way of displaying NFT art (frames and such) but 

secondary sales for the project must be displayed on an in-house scrollable screen) 
 

 All buildings must be separated by roads and show up on a mapping system, with searchable buildings, 

roads & sections to guide the users to their desired location. 
 

 10 x boardrooms for meetings (not mintable), (meeting schedule at door). Boardroom must consist of 

long table chair and monitor on one of the wall with screen share capabilities. All rooms must also be 

recordable by meeting holder. An option to turn meeting privacy on/off will be available.  
 

 30 x Billboards (Placed in strategic locations around the metaverse), (all except 10 will be available for 

renting purposes by building owners), (10 are reserved for struggling projects) 
 

 2 x play to earn gaming island (not commissioned yet), (creators of games can use these for free to build 

& launch their games) 
 

 1 x dome for live music & entertainment (live concerts can be scheduled here by Success Express) they 

will relay the design details for this dome when we get to this part. 
 

 50 online stores as buildings placed in different sections of the main island for our ecommerce branded 

partners 
 

 3 x Educational islands with multiple lecture rooms and university spaces (signup sheet at the door to 

schedule lectures) this must be accessible for anyone within the metaverse who would like to schedule a 

course, lecture etc… 
 

 GPS mapping system of entire metaverse to locate desired buildings with ease.  
 

 News-stands will be placed in strategic locations around the metaverse (this allows users to either catch 

up on latest NFT and crypto news or apply to be featured within the magazine/newspaper) 
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Gaming island: 

We want to encourage NFT gaming projects to utilise sections of these island for their games and also allow them 

to build on the island independently. 

 

We will be doing a futuristic building design: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With floating ring islands: 
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Metaverse fund distribution: 

Revenue from the metaverse mint will be allocated as follows: 

 20% towards growing trading pools  

 20% towards growing investment portfolio 

 20% distributed between holders in metaverse cryptocurrency (TheBBC coin) 

 20% will be kept for upgrades and future metaverse expansion. 

After mint and launch of the metaverse, monthly revenue will be allocated as such: 

 Each shop in the metaverse will reserve 95%of each transaction for themselves 

 5% of each transaction will be taken by The Billionaire Bears Club 

 3% of the 5% allocated to the Billionaire Bears Club will be redistributed to the Genesis version 

holders  

 1% of the 5% allocated to The Billionaire Bears Club will be allocated to the extension and 

upkeep of the metaverse 
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Utilities explained:  

1. Trading Pool Royalties: 

We have partnered with a global company which will be responsible for this utility. We will setup a $500 

000 trading account where there is an average 20% monthly return. You, our genesis holders will be 

eligible for 80% share of these returns. This will be distributed to each holder directly to their wallet. The 

remaining 20% will be re-used for further increasing the trading pool. This will be a game changer in the 

NFT world.  

 

2. Secondary Market Royalties: 

With the support of our loyal bears and future bears wanting to join, we will have a busy secondary 

market which makes way for some steady income. The royalties of these sales will go into the DAO for 

further investment to further grow the earning potential for the community. We want our community to 

grow and together we will all grow.  

  

3. Merchandise Royalties: 

We will be launching "The Billionaire Bears Club" brand and have various merchandise available. These 

will be dropped to a few lucky and loyal members. The royalties of these sales will also go into the DAO 

for further investment to further grow the earning potential for the community.  

  

4. Staking: 

You will also be able to stake your NFT in the future and benefit from an income. We are all about 

multiple streams of income as that is the way of the future.  

  

5. Alpha Group: 

Thanks to another collaboration, we will have an alpha group setup for a select few. Members in this 

group will get free air drops from other projects and free whitelist spots in other upcoming projects.  

  

6. TheBBC Tokenomics: 

We will launch TheBBC coin on the open exchange which will be utilized within the metaverse. 


